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Abstract

Thrust performance was measured using
Converging-Diverging (CD) configuration of a self-field Cu Alode 1234
two-dimensional MPD arcjet. The CD configuration
was promising even in high power operation around
1MW (quasi-steady): thrust efficiency of CD 8
configuration was found superior to other anode
geometries in relatively low specific impulse of 400- .n l'ator
1000sec for Ar propellant and 1000-2000sec for H2 56 nun
propellant. It was slightly inferior to that of simply . l
diverging flared configuration beyond these specific T'h-w' C.t"hode
impulse ranges. From discharge current patterns ,
obtained in both the experiment and the analytical :
approach of quasi-one dimensional models, it is found
that the anode throat in MPD arcjet emphasizes 5 13Lis 16_
electromagnetic acceleration near the throat because of i
strong current concentration between the anode throat -
and the cathode rather than accelerates plasma through
the Laval nozzle. the Laval nozzle. Fig.1 Two-Dimensional MPD Arcjet

I Introduction enough to reveal this geometry effect, especailly when
the anode throat is concerned. In 1987 Martinez-

In early stages of the development of high- Sanchez obtained approximate solutions of quasi-one
power MPD arcjets, the discharge chamber geomey dimensional MHD flow and suggested the possibility ofpower MPD arcjets, the discharge chamber geometry controlling discharge current pattern using severalwas converted from Laval nozzle type into that with channel geometries. 2  He also indicated that

parallel or simple diverging electrodes. Laval nozzle magnetosonic point, not aerodynam ic t point,
was removed to emphasize electromagnetic acceleration ma g n et o soni c point, not aerodynamic sonic point,was removed to emphasize electromagnetic acceleration exists near the throat in CD channel flow. To examineat the expense of the recovery of thermal energy. the role of anode throat, we firstly followed Kuriki's
Although CD(Converging-Diverging) configuration is magnetosonic condition in quasi-one dimensional flow,
still popular chamber geometry for MPD arcjets, there w magnetic ressure d buonsionl
has been little understanding of its discharge pattern and current conduction pattern) and found ostut a stron (i.e.
flowfield as well as some suspicion for the current conduction pattern) and found out a strong
predominance of CD's thrust performance. In order to co up ling be tween thermodynamic and magnetic field,
evaluate flowfield and the thrust performance of CD except for some limiting cases accompanied by currentevaluate the flowfield and the thrust performance of CD concentration near the throat. So numerical analysis is
configuration, and to compare it with other chamber co cesaryfor several operatonal pameters to compare
geometry's, we used multi-channel two dimensional necessary for several operational parameters to compare
MPD arjet (2DMPD) shown in Fig.l. thrust performance of different channel configurations asMPD arcjet (2DMPD) shown in Fig. 1.1 well as to close up the role of the throat.

Both aerodynamic and electromagnetic effects Besides "blowing force" electromagnetic
must be taken into account for the thrust performance of acceleration, large pressure "pumping force" region netic
each cross-sectional geometry of the discharge chamber the tip of the cathode is predicted to contribute a great
Quasi-one dimensional analysis would be appropriate deal tp thrust generation. The cathode s tip region (or sogreat

deal to thrust generation. The cathode tip region (or so
called cathode jet region) of MPD arcjet was quasi-one
dimensionally modelled in order to reveal the
acceleration process and the thrust contribution of that
region.
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voltage measurement was shown in Fig.4 for
II. Thrust Performance and Current Contour m=0.625g/s and r=2.5g/s and that of the thrust in

Lines of CD configuration Fig.5. Thrust efficiency and thrust power ratio of CD
prevail over other two chamber geometry's in relatively

A multi-channel two dimensional MPD arcjet low Isp range: 1000-2000sec for H2 and 400-1000sec for
was fabricated to allow easy access to the flowfield of Ar. Nevertheless T1 of CD is slightly lower than that of
the discharge chamber so as to clarify the correlation flared as a result of small thrust generation at high
between the thrust performance and the plasma current operation . Taking account of both the thrust
flowfield. 1 The 2D-MPD constitutes 8 discharge and the voltage characteristics, CD's high efficiency,
channels, each of which has a centered Th-W cathode and similar to or superior to that of flared configuration,
two pieces of Cu anode, which approximates an ideal depends on low voltage tendency as will be mentioned
two dimensional discharge because total current is below.
divided equally to 16 electrodes by matching resistors. 160A H
It is operated in a quasi-steady mode of 500gs duration. 16 D I o 1 CD
Operational parameters of the mass flow rates at their 140 r - -- 10 r n ed

20 -120 0O strght COP
steady-state values were chosen as m=0.625, 1.25, 0120 . .-
2.5g/s, which was provided by 8 fast acting valves '10o -- --- --
through choked orifices as about 5msec rectagular wave s --0 -- -- 0  - - -
form. Discharge currents were J=8, 10, 12, 14, 16kA. 60 ----6- 60 ----. -
Total current and voltage are monitored by a Rogowski .40 - ,..6 ff o - .- A -
coil and a photocoupler. The thrust measurement was 20 --- i .--- 20
performed using ballistic pendulum method.6 Three .
types of cross-sections of the chamber geometry are 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20
depicted in Fig.2. In addition to the thrust Discharge CurrentkA Discharge Current .kA

measurement, current contour lines were measured by n=2. 5g/sec 
m
n=0.625g/sec

magnetic sensitive film with micro encapsulated iron Fig.4 Discharge Voltage
needle.7
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Fig.2 Discharge Chamber Geometry m=2.Sg/sec nm=o.625g/sec

40 - o, w Fig.5 Thrust vs. Discharge Current
S3mN/kW 0mN/W30 A to*n

A
w
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* O straight

0 ...... ...... ................ The voltage-current characteristics can be
E 8 a illustrated using current contour lines (Fig.6). At large

6 J2/rim operation of flared configuration, current contours,
| 2 I i.e. current path lines, extend toward downstream region

F* ,.Thri of the discharge chamber which resulted in high
Sm i discharge voltage because of long current paths. For

2 * . . . CD, especially with H2 propellant, short current paths
0.2 0.5  2 3 4 5 6 considerably reduce the discharge voltage compared to

Specific Impulse , 10 sec flared. It is to be noticed that CD configuration
succeeded in restricting discharge within the electrode's

Fig.3 Thrust Efficiency vs. Specific Impulse barrel even for H2 propellant, in which case radial
current conduction zone is limited to downstream region
because of dissociation, 8 and that there is severe current
concentration near the throat for Ar case at large J,

Figure 3 shows thrust efficiency T1 vs. specific which is to be shown as a result of the analysis.
impulse for Ar and H2 propellants. The result of the
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for Ar at low J. Judging from the cases at small J2/f
parameters with short cathode configuration (i.e. flared
or CD),which produces large, probablely by means of
high pressure thrust near the cathode tip region, you can
say the pressure thrust plays an important role, but
aerodynamic effect of nozzle throat is weak, because CD
produces only smaller thrust than flared. For
m=0.625g/s with Ar, however, thrust characteristic of

- - * -. - - CD is rather disappointing because of disappearance of
self-field magnetic nozzle.

Flared Converging-Diverging
Ar: m=2.5g/s, J=8kA

ITT. Ouasi-one Dimensional Analysis of
MPD Flow

Near throat phenomena

To clarify the role of the anode throat of MPD
' " - arcjet and its geometric dependence, we treat simple

channel flow with simple assumptions of: 1) fully
Flared Converging-Diverging ionized and ideal gas, 2) only self-induced magnetic field

F Ared Convergig/s, J=1A can exist, 3) quasi-one dimensionality, and so on.2.3Ar r=0.625g/s, J=16kA The flow variables are non-dimensionalized by using
such values as inlet magnetic field strength BO, mass
flow rate rii, channel length L, minimum height of the
channel A*, inlet electrical conductivity o0, and
magnetic permeability pO (See Ref.3 for details).

Nondimensional total pressure p* and total
enthalpy h' is defined as p*=p+b 2 and

- h*=h+2b /p=a2/( '-1), where p is pressure, p: density,
h=yp/(y-1)p: enthalpy, b: magnetic flux density.
Symbol "a" is the magnetosonic velocity, i.e. the

Flared Converging-Diverging propagating speed of small disturbances of MHD
H2: m=2.5g/s, J=8kA equations, expressed as a=(yp/p+2b2/p)l/2. One can

also define magnetosonic Mach number: Mm=u/a.
Nondimensional equations of the fluid and the magnetic
field are summarized below.

puA= (1)

J U AL (2)

puA(h+i )-A db const. (3)
21 Rm dx

Flared Converging-Diverging V= eA = ( ub - -1 ) A = const. (4)
H2: m=0.625g/s, J=16kA Rm dx

where Rm is the magnetic Reynolds number oraOumL.Fig.6 Current Contour Lines u: velocity, A: channel height, nondimensionalized by
A' ( inlet channel height ), e: electric field, and V:
discharge voltage. um is the reference velocity:

From the measured thrust in Fig.5, discharge um=Bo2/2pfinA*'
current-thrust curve of CD for Ar propellant will lie For small Rm number thermal acceleration to sonic
between the profiles of flared and straight configurations point due to Joule heating prevails whereas for large Rm
and those three curves show similar dependence on m electromagnetic body force isothermally accelerates the
and discharge current. In contrast to Ar, thrust flow to a supersonic speed.4 It is difficult to relate Rm
characteristics of CD for H2 propellant show strong numbers to experimental conditions because of variable
dependence on mass flow rate and one can find large conductivity, but optical measurement reveals that MPD
thrust generation at low discharge current especially in flow is nearly isothermal and su ersonic at almost all
the case of m=2.5g/s. This large thrust was also seen points in the discharge chamber. 5 With such plasma
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1.0 1.4
parameters as number density: 102 1/m3, plasma . 1.2 ..

temperature: 1.0 to 2.0eV, characteristic Rm number of 0. ..... 1 2 - --
realistic MPD flow will be 0.5 -10. 1.0 . .

Eliminating dp*, dp, dh*, magnetosonic condition can 6 -- - .e .-
be derived as o. 0. ....

.u 0,4 0.6
0.4

|du= AA- l((02 0.2 ...... .. . -
S1 -$ du = y'AdA - (v - 1) d E) (5) .2

S u2) IRm dx o 0.o i
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

For large Rm number in CD channel flow, the x x
first term on the right hand side is dominant so the 7-1. Magnetic Pressure- 7-2. Velocity
magnetosonic passage, if exists, will occur at the throat, 0.25 - -- 7.0
although it is not clear what this magnetosonic choking 60 .......
brings about. On the contrary for small Rm number ( 0.20 - s.0CD  -.
when the thermal pressure is far beyond the magnetic 20.15 -....... ...... .....
pressure ) the first term on the r.h.s. is much smaller
than the second term that magnetic pressure distribution o010 ............. .....

is mainly determined as a function of cross-sectional - 2.0----

area, which can be explained by approximate induction 0 1.o
equation (4) o.oo I i I o.o

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X x

V = - -.A = jA = const. (6) 7-3. Temperature 7-4. Lorentz Force
Rm dx Rm 8.0

7.0that means current density is inversely proportional to 7

cross-sectional area A. Thus current concentration will 6.0 - -
occur at the minimum of the quasi-one dimensional 50 -
cross-sectional area. e 4.0 . .......

3.0 . . . .

Examples of numerical solutions 3 2.0
1.0 ........

To clarify the phenomenon near a throat or a 0.0
magnetosonic point expressed by equation (5), above 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

equations in conservation differential forms were solved 7-5. Current Density
by time-marching numerical method assuming smooth
acceleration from sub-magnetosonic to super- Fig.7 Numerical Simulation Results (non-dimensional,
magnetosonic. As boundary conditions, the velocity, Rm=18) for Each Channel Geometry
density and magnetic flux density at the inlet were given (for channel configuration, see Fig.2)
but pressure was determined from the resultant flowfield.
Straight, flared and CD channel flow were simulated
here for relatively large Rm number=18. Figure 7-1
represents magnetic pressure distribution b2 and Fig.7-5 IV. Discussion
shows current density distribution along the channel. In
a strict one-dimensional flow, magnetosonic point is the Correlation between current pattern and magnetosonic
inflection point of b2 as is referred to in Ref.3, which pint for Ar Droellant
can be predicted by eq. (5); i.e. dA=0. In quasi-one
dimensional flow, magnetosonic point is fixed at the Analytical considerations can explain axial
throat with current concentration. For simple diverging urrent density distributions of each channel cross-
channel, the magnetosonic point exists in the upstream c
region followed by strong current concentration near the section for Ar propellant at large 2/m parameter, where
inlet. From the result of numerical simulations, cross- it is expected to be fully ionized in the discharge
sectional geometry can control the location of the chamber. 7 For CD or flared configuration current
magnetosonic point as well as current conduction concentration takes place either in the throat region or in
pattern, therefore it can also change Lorentz force the vicinity of the inlet as is shown in the numericalpattern, therefore it can also change Lorentz force results. This was also in the current contour
distribution (see Fig.7-4). Since current concentration resuls. Ths was also n the current contour
in the upstream region with large values of magnetic measurements. Thus in the operation J=16kA and
pressure generates large Jxb force there for flared m=0.625g/s, magnetosonic point will be encountered at
configuration, electromagnetic energy can be effectively a throat for CD configuration or at the upstream region
used. This means large exit velocity of flared for flared configuration.
configuration; i.e. large thrust, represented in Fig.7-2. The positions of magnetosonic point in several

operational parameters for different channel geometries
interests us much because the magnetosonic point is
accompanied by strong current concentration that
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produces strong Lorentz force near that point and plays a points as the electromagnetic effect is enhanced, isdominant role determining the magnetic field. Suppose confirmed as in Fig.8.
magnetic flux density distribution must monotonically
decrease, i.e. db/dx<0 so as to forbid reverse current. Evaluation of CD configuration
With Q of a small positive value, if eq.(6) is replaced
into the magnetosonic choking equation (5), one can Ar propellant

obtain Measured thrust of CD configuration is
slightly inferior to flared, so the aerodynamic thrust of

u 1 - a du = 'p*AdA - (* - 1) d(2Vb) CD may be small compared to the electromagnetic
u2  p thrust or the pressure thrust which presses the surface of

= y p'AdA - Q (7) cathode tip. Relatively high performance of CD
(Isp=400-1000sec) is attributable to low dischargeTherefore, for CD channel flow the magnetosonic point voltage. Pressure thrust at the tip of short cathode isemerges at the downstream of the throat As Q becomes expected to be large, and that is to be estimatedsmaller, i.e. larger Rm number, magnetosonic point is afterwards.

getting closer to the throat. Contrary, in the limiting
case of small Rm number; i.e. p>>b 2, magnetosonic H2 propellant
point v=(yT+2b 2/p) 1/2 cannot be distinguished from The thrust performance as well as dischargesonic point v=(yT) 1/2 for CD channel flow, whereas as current pattern depends highly on the mass flow rate.Rm number increases, both points separates from the From the discharge photograph Fig.9 of H2 in low Ispother, so the magnetosonic point exists slightly
downstream of the throat where the sonic point exists.
As a result it is predicted that in the wide range of Rm
number, with the occurrence of magnetosonic passage
near the throat for CD channels. Since magnetosonic
point is fixed at the throat point, sonic point must
move toward upstream with the dominance of strong Flared
electromagnetic effect. This phenomenon is exhibited
in Fig.8.

E Cta =nvcmrgdiver m=0.625g/s
E 50 .... .... .... J=16kA

Converging
30 / . -Diverging

30r , A c n Position

C. CCD
i 20 Raed so c -

sonic point Fi
s - point r magnetost ic point

8.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 Flared
Inlet Magnetic Flux Density, T

Fig.8 Location of Magnetosonic Point

m=2.5g/s
J=8kA

The magnetosonic point, which is fixed near
the throat, if exists, play an important role as major
acceleration zone, because it is always accompanied by Converging
current concentration (i.e. Lorentz force concentration). -Dverging
Furthermore, this current concentration confines the
discharge region to the upstream and consequently
suppresses the discharge downstream of the throat.
Then high discharge voltage caused by long current path Fig.9 Discharge photograph of MPD arcjet with H2in the downstream diverging part can be avoided and the photograph of MPD arjet with H
excess voltage increase is relaxed. In other propellant
configuration except for CD, separation of two sonic
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operation, one can see dark layer in interelectrode region, In each region quasi one-dimensional
through which non-ionized but relatively high energy assumption is still valid with permission of mass
neutral particles are expected to flow. Active cathode transport between region 1 and region 2. Because mass
region is rather broadened in the case of CD flow rates of each region, mi and fit , are newly
configuration than flared configuration owing to the unknown variables, total mass conservation m = mi + m2
existence of radial current in the upstream region of CD, and the balance equation of both pumping force and
which cannot be seen for flared configuration having p d
only axial current near the cathode. The neutral gas pressuredifference p=pi+B /2o wereadded. Here p
flow can confine the cathode active region, cool the high ,Pl means the static pressure of region 2 and region 1.

temperature electrons flowing through it, and reduce -As for the energy and momentum transfer, P12:
nonequilibrium loss by transmitting energy by the momentum transfer per unit mass movement from
collisions between electrons and neutrals. These region 1 to region 2, and Q12: energy transfer are
phenomena together with low discharge voltage assumed,
tendency resulted in high performance of CD for H2  Pi2=ui+pi, Q12=u?/2+ei
propellant at low Isp region 1000 to 2000sec. where P12 = - P2 1 and Q12 = - Q21,. ui and ei

As Isp becomes larger, confinement and represents the velocity and internal energy of incoming
cooling of high temperature electrons are no more valid gas from one region to the other. Only ideal gas is
due to large energy reception near the cathode region, treated here. The energy equation subsequently contains
which extends plasma active region toward anode surface Qdd = DS p
and forms Ar-like diffused discharge pattern. This as a source term: kinetic energy addition by pumping
tendency leads to the extinction of self field magnetic force, where DS is mass transportation and pi is the
nozzle and results in large energy loss as anode energy density of the incoming gas.
deposition. An axial current in the divided region model was

assumed so as to flow on the boundary between the two
Modeling the flow near the cathode tip regions. We assume axial electric field Ex is determined

by only Joule heating. With axial current J,
In order to model the flowfield near cathode tip, conductivity o, and the width of axial current deat, Ex is

this "divided region model" involves the axial current expressed as Ex=J/odcat and
near the cathode tip, and incorporates two effects to the aEA
former model.9  Ex + . = const (equalsto discharge votage) .

*pumping force causes mass movement from the x
interelectrode region to cathode tip region (and
vice versa) One example of calculated results is shown in Fig.12.

*Joule heating by axial current Velocity and temperature distribution of flared with
Let regard a part of cathode in Fig.10 as plasma short cathode (Fig.12-1) indicate that there is a steep rise

region with zero magnetic flux density (see Fig.11). at the cathode tip. From mass flow rate distribution
(Fig.12-2) it is understood that such phenomena near the
cathode tip is attributed to large energy addition by
pumping force from region 1 to region 2.

B: magnetic flux density u (Ierelectrde Region)

u velocity 7000 1 10 5

: curren ( Cathode Tip Region
6000 8 104

Fig.10 Quasi One-Dimensional Flow 5000 - 10
-6 10 a

4000 -
410 4ST(CathodeTip Region -

<Regionl> > 3000 
4 1 0 4

<RegionO> B (pB u Current 2000 T (Inelecode Region 210

Sheet
Cathode '(PIu <Rem-on2> 10 0 0 0- 10 0

a ou <Regi > 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

pumping Lorentz force Channel Position, mm

Fig.11 Divided Region Model
Fig.12-1
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- 1.2
VY. Conclusion

0
S1.0 Interelectrode Region At low specific impulse for both Ar (400-

A 1000sec) and H2 (1000sec-2000sec) propellant, the
0. 8  thrust performance of converging-diverging

configuration is superior to that of the other chamber
06 - geometries because: for Ar propellant low discharge

Svoltage leads to high thrust efficiency; for H24 Cathode Tip Region propellant, self-field magnetic nozzle is emphasized byS0.4 - confinement of cathode active region together with short
o current paths between the electrodes. In high Isp range,
L. 0.2 - performance characteristic of CD configuration is

S-slightly deficient than that of flared configuration for
_ 0.0 I I I both propellants. At operation near Isp=1000sec0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 converging-diverging configuration shows the best

performance.
Channel Position, mmChannel Position, Quasi-one dimensional analysis can, not only

ig12-2 explain current conduction patterns of each geometry butalso reveal the role of anode throat, i.e. magnetosonic
passage followed by current concentration and
enhancement of Lorentz acceleration near the throat.

d It is concluded that the anode throat emphasizes
dSI m=12.5g/sec/m electromagnetic force near the throat region with current

S: 5.5cm Tm=1.5g/sm concentration, but even in small J2/ri operation
2.3cm Intereletrode Region =0 aerodynamic contribution was relatively small comparedCah odc p Regon B0.6T with electromagnetic contributions to the thrust eitherCathode ~~ T . :.Spitzer-Harm by blowing force or pumping force.

2cm I
____ 8cm ,
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